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Yasin: ………………………….

Beyzanur: Sema

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) Who is your classroom president?

b) Did you vote for the elections?

c) How do you feel?

d) Where are you?

Okan:………………………………..

Ahmet: He is friendly and nice. He is responsible 

and hardworking.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) What is the matter with the classroom president?

b) Do you like elections?

c) Can you vote?

d) Why do you support your candidate?

Student: I want to became a class president. Can I 

become a candidate?

Teacher: ……………………………….

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) Sure. Anyone in the class has the right to vote and

become a candidate.

b) I’m afraid nobody will vote for me because I’m 

new in the class.

c) You should run a campaign.

d) That’s very kind of you.

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

a) Candidate

b) Republic

c) Ballot box

d) President

I want to be the 

class president? 

What should I 

do?

a) She should be rude to others.

b) She should make her speech boring.

c) She should be fair.

d) She shouldn’t talk about her plans and projects.

In Turkey,…………………….

Which of the following completes the sentence?

a) anyone under fifteen can vote.

b) we can vote five times in an election.

c) men and women have equal rights.

d) woman can’t vote
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Teacher :………………………..

Sena : Everybody is equal.

Tony : Everybody should vote freely.

Mert : Democracy is the best

Ali : I like fair elections

Which of the following completes the 

conversation above?

a) When was the last election in Turkey?

b) What can you say about democracy?

c) Are you a candidate in the election?

d) Who do you support in the election?

Hello, I’m Mert. I’m from Trabzon.  Last 

Sunday was a boring day for me. We woke up early 

because there was an election in Turkey. We went to 

the polling place. It was a primary school. My father 

and mother found their names in the list then they 

voted and put their signature next to their names. I 

couldn’t vote because I was under eighteen but now 

I’m over eighteen. I was unlucky and I was sad.

Mert was unlucky because………………

a) couldn’ vote

b) he is over eighteen.

c) he didn’t go to the polling place.

d) There was an election in Turkey.

7-

8-

9-

10-

Democracy

Vote

Election

President

Pollution

Which of the following is ODD according to the

poster?

a) Election

b) Vote

c) Pollution

d) President

Read the text and answer the question 9 and 10.

Which of the following is NOT true according to

the text?

a) Mert is from Trabzon.

b) They voted in a secondary school.

c) They woke up early.

d) Mert didn’t sign the list.
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Answer Key

1- C

2- A

3- C

4- D

5- D

6- C

7- B

8- C

9- A

10- B
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